Worldwide Installation
Insurance
The NMU Difference

Every contract, movement and installation presents a unique combination
of risks relating to the nature of the equipment, the destination and the
method of transportation.
At NMU we work closely with brokers to identify exactly the cover that clients require, issuing
policies that are tailor-made to their needs.
As specialist insurers of both marine and engineering risks, our underwriters are proficient in
both disciplines. Combining these underwriting skills gives policyholders the peace of mind and
confidence that wherever they might buy from or sell to, it can be covered - globally.

UK or Overseas Installations
Like a Stock Throughput policy, our Worldwide Installation policy covers

99 goods, including components and raw materials, from source through to distribution,
including static exposures at manufacturing, processing or storage premises

but then goes on to include

99

the installation of individual items of machinery or complete factory lines on an
“all risks” basis, including

99
99
99

testing and commissioning for new machinery,
up to 12 months’ maintenance period following installation, and
defects (DE4) cover, all as standard.

NMU provides a range of innovative
insurance solutions backed up by
award winning service

Why NMU
At the heart of our business are
competitiveness, service, attention to
detail, innovation, flexibility and the fair
treatment of customers

Local Service
We have the widest geographical
spread of expertise of any specialist
insurer in the UK

Products & Services
Our NMU branches underwrite:
• Cargo

We can also cover

• Freight Liabilities

99 temporary storage at third party premises prior to installation,
99 own and hired-in plant and equipment, and
99 engineers’ computer equipment and other electronic kit, plus tools and spare parts,

• Marine Trade

even overseas.

• Motorsport

• Engineering
• Marine Equipment
• Terrorism

Offshore Risks
Erection of equipment on offshore platforms and equipment risks for the oil and
gas industry can even be accommodated, utilising the skills of our specialist
Marine Equipment underwriters.

For more information, contact your local NMU Development Underwriter
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